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SETTLERS IN COVERED WAGONS
1852

See Part 1 of a 2-part article about the original historical trek on pages 5, 6, 7 & 8… Stay tuned for a future
Grapeline to read about the 're-enactment pictured above.
AGM Reports… pages 2-4

A touch over 50… page 10

Settlers in covered wagons… pages 5-8

Can you help?…page 11

Library Acquisitions… page 9

Genealogy is not fatal, but it is a grave disease!

See the committee members for 2013-2014 on page 12
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Mildura and District Genealogical Society AGM
Monday August 5, 2013.
REPORTS
President: Fay Mannes.
After a rough start with no President, we eventually managed to get on track and I would like to thank
committee members for their support throughout the last 12 months. Most committee members are restanding for their position or taking on different positions. We do have one retiring committee member,
Barry Adams, who has been Vice President, and a member of the Carnegie Board, for several years. I would
personally like to thank him for all his help to the society and to me. Lyn Grant has decided to step down
from the position of Librarian. She has held this position since we started and our excellent library is
testament to her great work. She has devoted hours of her time to this and we all thank her. We would have
one of the best genealogical libraries outside Melbourne.
Highlights
1. Financial highlights. Mal has continued his great work as Treasurer of this club. You will see in his
report the amounts spent on resources and equipment. We have a new sound system in this meeting
room and our computer system has been upgraded much to the relief of the secretary!
2. Guest speakers – Raylee has been busy once again and we have seen some excellent speakers at our
general meetings. Meryl Bolin spoke to us on handwriting, Edward Lloyd on his ancestry, Val
Robinson on pioneer women, Tom Carter on stamps as a hobby, Andrew McCormick on the
Millewa, Helen Petschel on her Wendish ancestors, and Ross Lake on Stephen Cureton. We have
also had five in-services, again organised by Raylee: Mark Grealy talked to us on his work at PRO,
Leanne Watmuff on Disaster Preparedness, Dr. David Holloway on the 4th Light Horse Regiment,
we had an ABC Open activity on writing and videoing, and a workshop 'Managing Small Archives'
by the PRO. Raylee puts in a huge effort and our continued good attendances at meetings are the
result.
3. Projects - Thursday Group. This group meets every Thursday, under the guidance of Lyn Grant, and
puts an enormous effort into collating, checking and printing local records. Over the last few years
their BIG effort was the Mildura Cemetery at Nichols Point and we have all seen the rewards from
that. This year they have restarted the Court records and have been interviewing some of our
members (and a few non- members) re their memories of Mildura.
4. Our Library is an ongoing highlight – see above.
5. Researching. Lyn Craig took over this job last year and has been flat out ever since! We have had
many emails and letters from satisfied customers. Thank you Lyn.
6. Volunteers. Without volunteers (which all members are) we would not be able to run our society. All
the committee members volunteer their time but even more important are the members who
volunteer to ‘man’ our rooms when we open to the public. Without you we would not be able to get
our message across as to what is out there about our ancestors. I would also like to thank Helen
Petschel for doing the monthly raffle. We earn nearly $500 from this.
7. Newsletter – Helen Stagg has been doing this job for several years now and it always a pleasure to
receive this publication. Again a lot of effort is required of just one person. Please consider
contributing to this great publication. You all have interesting stories to share.
8. Web master – Marion took on this daunting job and has started to simplify it. This is a huge job and I
thank her for her efforts.
9. Roster Officer – Andrew, with the initial help of Kaylene, took on this task and I thank him for that. I
don’t for one minute think it would be an easy job.
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10. Caterers – This has been Anne and Annette’s job for a number of years now. I don’t have to tell how
good they are at it. The proof is in the eating. Our Christmas Party is a wonderful culmination of the
year’s activities and I encourage everyone to attend.
Anne has also doubled as Assistant Secretary which has meant I have not had to worry about
Minutes when I have been away. Thank you, Anne.
As you can see we have had lots of highlights and I know that you have an excellent, hard working
committee, so this will all continue on for the next financial year.
WELL DONE TO EVERYONE FOR MAKING OUR SOCIETY SUCH A GREAT ONE.

Library/Projects: Lyn Grant.
I thought this would be a good opportunity to showcase the changing face of the group’s library resources
from when I took office as Librarian at the July, 2005 Annual General Meeting compared to what we have
today.
To give you an idea of how much the Group’s resources have increased, in 2005 all resources along with the
Victorian Police Gazettes the group had on loan and a set of encyclopaedia, also on loan, were housed
behind the cage. Today this area is used solely for reference books. To create more space for books and the
new larger photocopier, the microfiche cabinet was moved out near the microfiche readers and the loan
books to the area that had previously housed the restricted books and projects. They in turn were moved
into the new more roomy cupboards in the meeting room. The large collection of telephone books and
newsletters also found a new home in the meeting room.
In 2005 there were three computers, today there are 238 cd-roms loaded on seven computers. All the
computers now have internet access and in recent years the group has subscribed to findmypast and ancestry
meaning access to these extensive resources is available free of charge to our members.
There are 235 maps and posters in the map draws, all of which have been encapsulated using 200 plus
metres of mylar.
The catalogue has been upgraded and now has 5,100 entries or 3,200 more than in 2005. Ensuring the
library is up to date has taken a lot of time in the 2013 half of the past year with at least Shirley Woodward
and myself working each week ensuring that all resources including the restricted material is recorded in the
catalogue. My thanks go to Shirley for her assistance and to the project girls who have helped from time to
time. With library work now finished all our efforts can be utilized working on projects.
As the problems we were experiencing with the camera have now been overcome we are ready to start
photographing large documents again. Permission has been gained to photograph the court books and this
project should commence at the beginning of August.
All those “Come in handy bits of paper” collected over many years have now been sorted, filed and indexed
ready for typing. The finished result has been enough to fill a four-drawer filing cabinet.
Mark Grealy, who visited us during the year, donated a copy of the “Migrant Centre School Register” and
this is being indexed and is nearly ready for proofreading.
The Mildura Cemetery project “A Window into the Past” started off well last year but entries have slowed
and if this project is to continue more entries are required.
Once again the very dedicated projects team have had another great year and I thank all of them for their
contribution to the group's resources.
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Grapeline Editor: Helen Stagg
The past year seems to have flown by. It has been an exciting year as the M&DGS has hosted several
'special days' and had wonderful guest speakers. I have happily been able to use plenty of material from
these talks/events for our Grapeline publication and I hope that this enables members who were unable to be
present, to enjoy something of the material covered at these sessions.
Once again I have gratefully received articles for the Grapeline from members and I believe it is gratifying
for people to "see themselves in print." Thanks to all the contributors over the last twelve months.
I want the Grapeline to rely on contributions from members about their own family history, or discoveries
that they have made and resources that may be of use to other members. To date, not many people have
shared about genealogical resources that they find useful. Ideally, the newsletter can be a vehicle to share
our good ideas and the 'finds' that we have made which spur on our genealogical pursuits. Please remember
to share your knowledge with the other members. I welcome your contributions.
I will take this opportunity to thank the friendly staff at Peter Crisp's office who welcome me each quarter
for the printing which Peter kindly donates to the M&DGS as a community service.
I have a small group of helpers I can call on to help with folding the newsletters and I thank them sincerely
for their assistance. Mal Williams kindly handles the posting out.
I hope readers enjoy reading the Grapeline as much as I enjoy writing it.

Webmaster Report: Marion Holland
I would like to say thank you for inviting me to take on the position of webmaster. I came to this role with
limited knowledge, but as I enjoy new challenges I saw this role as an opportunity to gain more experience.
Since I began in this role I have encountered quite a few challenges with gremlins in the system, but am
striving to overcome them.
My vision for our website is to revitalise it by modernising it visually and making it more user-friendly by
optimising its functionality.
I am happy to consult with anyone who would like to put ideas to me and look forward to serving members
into the future.

Members,
As this edition of Grapeline includes the reports from the AGM, there is no editorial comment this edition. Helen Stagg (Ed.)

Raylee Schultz shown presenting copies
of the "Mildura Cemetery Project" to
Lauren Bourke from Public Records Office
of Victoria after Bruce Smith's informative
workshop on Managing Small Archives
held at the Carnegie Centre on July 26.
Can you help out: Raylee would like some helpers on
Sept 17 at 7.30 when the ladies from the Uniting Church
will be at the Carnegie Centre for "a few pointers" on
genealogy. Phone Raylee 50220172
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SETTLERS IN COVERED WAGONS
By Helen Petschel and Christine Cook
(The following is Part 1 of a 2-part article: This part tells the story of the original
expedition by a group of families from South Australia to Victoria. Part 2 will recount how
a family reunion centred around a re-enactment of the journey, a glimpse of which is
depicted in the photo on the front cover of this edition of the Grapeline.)
By 1852 the population of the Australian colonies was growing and on the move. The gold discoveries lured
many with the chance of fortune. Our ancestors, the Petschel family, along with the families of Deutscher,
Albert, Burger, Hundrack, Huf, Mirtschin and Rentsch were moving on too, from their farming settlement in
the Barossa, South Australia to the colony of Port Phillip. They weren’t lured by prospects of gold but were
excited by better soil and more reliable rainfall. Their wagon trek was the first planned movement of
Wendish/German farmers out of South Australia to settle and farm. Their covered wagons resembled those
which traversed the American prairies in the movies of our childhood.
As Petschel descendants we were quite familiar with our family story but took on the quest to research the
exact route they took and to learn more of the journey. An ancestor Christiana Hiller [nee Petschel] wrote of
this trek she made as a 12 year old. We wondered if other records existed which could add to our
knowledge. We knew from Christiana’s account that a bushman named Blandowski was employed as a
guide to establish a suitable route for them to travel.
Wilhelm Blandowski has received recognition in recent years with the republishing of his extensive
Australian scientific and anthropological records which had been ‘lost’ in the Berlin Museum for 100 years.
We were raised in the Merbein area, the site of his 1857 scientific expedition. We took a keen interest in the
Museum of Victoria’s 2007 exhibition at the Mildura Arts Centre featuring a few of the 17,400 specimens
collected for science on that 1857 expedition. The name Blandowski was familiar to us but we didn’t
connect it with our history at that stage.
In 2010 the Museum of Victoria advertised that it was
travelling to rural Victoria conducting workshops on
scientific illustration. Their presenter took the
character and dress of Wilhelm Blandowski. We
wondered if our ancestor’s bush guide and the first
curator of the Museum of Victoria could have been one
and the same. We attended the workshop and the
resultant communication with Vic. Museum staff in the
History and Technology Department was most helpful.
We were connected with a few people one of whom,
Tom Darragh, had published a collection of diaries and
writings from emigrants who had arrived on the Alfred in 1848. This included a retranslation of Christiana
Petschel’s account and a diary attributed to Ernst Kaulvers but believed to be originally published by
Blandowski detailing his experience as guide for our ancestors in1851 from Adelaide to Mount Gambier.
Yes, our bushman and guide was a most interesting man, contributing much to early knowledge of Australia
and its aboriginal people and his account would help us to establish our wagon trek route. The other writings
5
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helped us get to know the settlers more personally. We learned Tom Darragh was a descendant from the
Albert family, hence his interest in the Alfred emigrants and he was also a great scholar of Blandowski. Tom
Darragh and his book were very helpful.
How did the wagon trek of 1852 happen?
Gotthelf Petschel, Andreas Albert, Andreas and Michael Deutscher, their extended families and other Saxon
Wends had settled near Gawler, SA in 1849 at a place they named Rosenthal. Initially they were happy there
but by 1851 were looking for better farmland. Communication between Lutheran church communities was
good and discussions led to investigating the possibilities of farmland near Melbourne. Michael Deutscher
was selected to look at the reported excellent soil of Melbourne. Because his English communication was
basic, when he enquired at the port at Adelaide he was sold a passage on a boat to Portland. He was led to
understand he could walk to Melbourne from there! On arrival at Portland he learnt Melbourne was a long
way off but his stop at Portland was not without blessings.
The Henty brothers at Portland had purchased Saxon sheep and could communicate in basic German.
Stephen Henty was enthusiastic about the prospect of German farmers settling in the district and Michael
was shown the rich farming soil of the area. He returned to South Australia with glowing reports and plans
were begun to sell up and move to Portland. The settlers at Hoffnungsthal near Lyndoch were also keen to
move. Locating a suitable overland route was the next task. Two men from Hoffnungsthal were chosen to
accompany the guide Blandowski. Our research indicates they were Christoph Nuske, a father of 5 and Carl
Huf, a 19 year old. Wilhelm Blandowski was a Prussian and fellow Lutheran. He spoke German and may
have even communicated in the Wendish language. Although he had recently arrived [Port Adelaide,
September 1849 Ocean/Wolga], he had a keen interest in the Australian bush and was quite familiar with the
tracks towards Mt Gambier. During 1851 he was surveying properties for pastoralists as far as Mt Gambier.
On 25th August 1851, the exploratory party set off from Adelaide to find a suitable route to Portland. They
were joined at Macclesfield by Carl Blume of Blumberg, a young man also looking for land to farm. The
journey was an adventure made more so by heavy rains and swollen waterways. They crossed the Murray at
Wellington ferry and travelled through pastoralists’ stations toward Mt Gambier. Mt Gambier was only a
small settlement around a cave spring. Blandowski directed Huf and Nuske on to Portland through Nelson.
Huf and Nuske returned to the Barossa confident a wagon trek was possible and adequate water could be
found along the way. The plan was to trek after harvest in the early autumn when the weather was drier.
Relatives and friends of the settlers arrived in Adelaide at Christmas 1851 on the ship Helene. They were
met and accommodated in Rosenthal to assist with the harvest. They too were interested in moving to good
farmland. Of these the Burger, Hundrack, Mirtschin and Rentsch families joined the group.
The trek began on Monday April 26th 1852. Seven family groups left Rosenthal in the Barossa and they
were joined by only one family from Hoffnungsthal, the Hufs ~ altogether 51 people, with thirty two of the
trekkers under 21 years of age. Carl Huf had the responsibility of guide, having travelled on the 1851
journey. The caravan consisted of eleven canvas-covered wagons, eight horse and three bullock drawn, and
52 head of cattle.
The Mirtschin family travelled to Adelaide with some of the grain and flour, collected the goods in storage
there and took a schooner to Portland arriving in Portland 7th May 1852, a few weeks before those trekking
overland. Johann and Maria Mirtschin had three children with them, Johann 12, Anna 8 and Magdelena 6.
Maria’s sister Anna Gude was with them in Portland and it is probable that she also travelled on the
schooner voyage.
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The covered German wagons were a novel sight and they may have been quite nicely painted and decorated
with Wendish /European artwork too. Andreas Albert wrote home in 1852:
‘I have a very well made new wagon painted red with beautiful side racks and an awning over it. It cost 20
pounds sterling (130 Thaler).
Christiana Hiller describes the wagons: ‘To provide sleeping accommodation as well as shelter from the
rain, we built hoods over the wagons. Chaff had to be taken for horse feed; also a sack of flour, on top of
these was our bedding. Across the front of the wagon was the tucker bin, which served as a seat and at the
rear of the wagon, a coop was fastened containing our poultry.’
The trekking settlers were:
Michael and Christiana Deutscher and their children, Johanna Carolina 15, August Ludwig 12, Carl Traugott
9, Christiana Caroline 7, Ernst Traugott 3, and 16 month old Traugott Michael who was born at Rosenthal.
They possibly had 2 wagons drawn by horses.
Wilhelm and Anna Petschel's wedding photo,
Hochkirch, Hamilton 1856.

Peter Andreas and Agneta Deutscher. Agneta was a sister to
Andreas Albert. They drove a horse drawn wagon.
Andreas and Agneta Albert and their two young Australian born
sons Johann aged 2, and Traugott maybe 12 months. Andreas
and Agneta were married soon after arrival in 1849. The Alberts
had one wagon drawn by four bullocks.
Christian Gotthelf and Anna Petschel with their children, Carl
Christian 13, Christiana Wilhelmina Auguste Henriette 12, and
Christian August 10. Gotthelf’s two younger brothers Christian
Karl Petschel 26 and Christian Gustav Wilhelm Petschel who
turned 21 during the journey. They travelled with two wagons
drawn by bullocks.

Johann and Maria Rentsch with their children, Anna Maria 20, Johann 18, Andreas 15 and Michael 12
possibly in one horse drawn wagon. [Wilhelm Petschel is our great grandfather and Anna Maria Rentsch our
great grandmother. Their romance developed during the trek.] Johann Rentsch was a brother to Anna
Hundrack.
Peter and Agnes Burger and their children Johann 19, Magdelena 18, and Andreas 17. We believe Agnes’s
brother Michael Schmidt accompanied them. They travelled in one horse drawn wagon.
Johann and Anna Hundrack with their eight daughters. Magdalena 23, Maria turned 21 on the trek, Anna
Rosina 18, Agnes 14, Johanne Christiane 11, Maria Theresia 9, Wilhelmine Ernestine 6, and Johanne
Henriette turned 3 while on the trek. They travelled with one horse drawn wagon. The girls slept outside the
wagon which led to a few tears one night when it rained and all their bedding got wet. The wet feather beds
became too heavy for their horses to pull so Wilhelm Petschel went back with the Petschel bullock team and
bought them into camp.
Johann and Christiana Huf and their four children Anna Caroline 16, Friedrich Peter 12, Johann 9, and
August 5 (born on ship 1847). Johann’s brother’s two sons: Carl Wilhelm Huf 20, and Johann Gottleib Huf
18. Carl had made the earlier trip and acted as guide. We believe the Hufs travelled with two horse drawn
wagons.
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The journey took four weeks and on arrival in Portland ‘we were gazed at by all. The children ran behind us
and called out constantly ’German, German!’. Later when we rented dwellings, they brought small boxes
on which they could stand to look in through our windows.’ [Christiana Hiller] Once at Portland the settlers’
plans for purchasing land were stalled and they separated into different areas renting property while waiting
for land sales. It was a further 12 months before they were able to realise their dream of settling on their own
farmland.
On 26th May, 1853 (exactly one year from their arrived in Portland), Petschels, Deutschers and Hundracks
were able to purchase land at sales in Portland for the Grange Burn [Hamilton]. Prices were high and not all
were able to afford to buy. The purchased land was subdivided among the families of Deutscher, Petschel,
Hundrack, Rentsch, Huf and Gude. They called their settlement ‘Hochkirch on the Grange’. Wilhelm
Petschel’s obituary records ‘At the land sale subsequently Mr Deutscher secured a block for him, and
though he had to pay a high price for it, he considered it the happiest day of his life when he had a place to
call his own.’
The rest of the party were able to buy at
reasonable prices land at the foot of Mt
Rouse [Penshurst] during September
1853. They were the families of Albert,
Burger, Mirtschin, and Michael Schmidt.
They called their settlement Gnadenthal.
Wilhelm and Anna Petschel's grave,
Hamilton Pioneer Cemetery
Sources:
Allen Harry, Ed. (2010) Australia~ William
Blandowski’s Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Aboriginal
Australia, Aboriginal Studies Press [with contributions
by others including Thomas A Darragh.]
Darragh. Thomas A. (2003) Emigrants on the Alfred,
1848, Bowden SA: friends of Lutheran Archives.
Hamilton Spectator May 1914, Wilhelm Petschel’s Obituary.
Hiller, Christiana [nee Petschel] (1915) Sketches of my life for my children, family possession

Eileen Voce: second study of village life in Devon (Thanks to June Greatz for this article)
25/09/2012 Mid Devon Gazette: Eileen Voce's book "Halberton and Halbertonians" follows an earlier book on the
parish of Halberton. The book delves into all areas of life in the village, from an inventory of the number of pianos
in private residences – there were 21 being tuned in 1933 apparently – to a list of the names of those from the
village who served and died for their country as recorded on the village's war memorial. The book chronicles the
arrival of Belgian refugees to the village at the outbreak of the First World War, and the village's efforts to support
these people. In addition, the book details some of the area's most distinguished sons and daughters, including
Charles Hadfield, a publisher with a keen interest in canals. Eileen volunteers at Tiverton Museum in Mid Devon,
UK. Read more: http://www.thisisdevon.co.uk/Historian-Eileen-completes-second-study-village/story-16980622detail/story.html#ixzz2b48QLemk
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Library acquisitions for the quarter:
BOOKS Donated by: Christine Cook and Helen Petschel, EVERYDAY HEROES: STORIES OF THE LIVES OF
EVERYDAY PEOPLE RECORDED BY REDCLIFF'S SECONDARY COLLEGE STUDENTS
Donated by: John Finnegan, FAMILY HISTORY OF JOHN FINNEGAN
Donated by: Helen Gardham, SHOULD AULD ACQUAINTANCE BE FORGOT: MCKENZIES OF
WARRNAMBOOL 1861-86
Donated by: June Greatz, TRINITY LUTHERAN COLLEGE 2012, WATER IN THEIR VEINS
Donated by: Family of Sandra Healy, FROM CAPERS TO QUANDONGS
Donated by: Kath and Lance Macdonnell,

TRIBE FAMILY

Donated by: Mildura Library Service, BURRINJUCK TO BALRANALD: THE EARLY DAYS
Donated by: Sandra Pain, (nee Souter), TATT FAMILY
Donated by: Marion Paul, JOSEPH WILLIAM PAUL: REFERENCES FROM CHAFFEY FAMILY
Donated by: Gloria Pugh, MEMOIRS: LT M. H. FELSCH 2/20 BN A.I.F. NX47238: 10-1-1942 - 20-9-1945: FROM
SYDNEY THROUGH HELL TO SYDNEY REMEMBERING 50 YEARS 1945 - 1995
Donated by: Donald Richards' estate, THE CLANS AND TARTANS OF SCOTLAND
Donated by: J Rogers, RED CLIFFS MUSICAL SOCIETY, SUNRAYSIA GANG SHOW, MILLEWA BALLET
GUILD, MOVE DANCE, THEATRE PROGRAMS
Donated by: Leanne Watmuff, DISASTER PREPAREDNESS: HOW TO PREPARE YOUR ARCHIVES IN CASE
OF DISASTER: PRESENTED BY LEANNE WATMUFF, WENTWORTH SHIRE LIBRARY
PURCHASED: Balmain Catholic Cemetery and St Columba's Church and Parish, 1857-1988
Ghost towns of Australia
Lake Boga at war: The inside story of the secret RAAF inland flying boat unit WWII
Prisoners of War: from Gallipoli to Korea
Goulbourn Pioneer Cemeteries: ST Saviours, Mortis Street, Towrang Stockade< Jewish and St Patricks College.
CD-ROMS Donated by: Mark Grealy, PUPIL REGISTER STATE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL AT MILDURA
MIGRANT CENTRE NUMBER 4664: NUMBERS 1 - 1028 23RD MAY, 1950 TO 17TH MARCH, 1952; RATE
BOOK: MILDURA VINEYARDS PROTECTION ACT 1919
Donated by: Elaine Kranjc, IRISH IN GEELONG & DISTRICT
PURCHASED: Parliamentary papers for the colony of Victoria: an index of the "ordinary people." They cover
volumes 1-5, 1852-1899
Balmain Catholic Cemetery 1868-1902;
Murwillumbah General Cemetery transcriptions and images and also lawn cemetery transcriptions and images.
MAPS Donated by: Family of Sandra Healy, FAMILY HISTORY CHART WILLIAM DENIS HEALY AND
ELLEN RYAN
MICROFICHE Donated by: June Greatz, STRAYS COLLECTION AUSTRALASIA 1987 - 1992
Donated by: Helen Petschel and Christine Cook, SURNAME INDEX BALLARAT EAST PETTY SESSIONS
REGISTERS: PART 2 1890 - 1921: VPRS 290/P VOLUMES 28 - 73 - COMPLAINT SEQUENCE AND
DEFENDANT SEQUENCE
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Liz and Frank Wallace,
intrepid travellers: an
insight into travelling
"in the past."
(These photographs and article
reprinted with kind permission of
ABC Radio Mildura.)

Touch over 50 and still
getting the job done By Damien Hooper, ABC Mildura Swan Hill

The caravan creaks and rocks after
stepping inside and it's not because it
hasn't been looked after; it's a worn
and kind of nice, used creak coming from the 1950's vintage style van. Frank and Liz Wallace plan on taking
their caravan on the road and Liz says it still matches up to modern caravans. "It doesn't have air
conditioning, it doesn't have shower and toilet but other than that, it is very comfortable. The bed's very
comfortable, the kitchen area is quite nice," she says.
As the Gol Gol couple proudly explain, their caravan was custom built for a doctor in Tasmania and was
then lovingly acquired by Frank and Liz. "It belonged to an auntie and uncle of mine and we picked it up in
Queensland about seven years ago. They bought it new in 1959.
"These vans were custom built for customers who ordered them in the 50's and 60's and they only made a
specific number of vans," says Ms Wallace. Household items from the 1950's are still in the cupboards
turning the van into something of a time capsule.
Frank seems to know every tiny mark and
imperfection of his much loved caravan and says "it's
just good to hear the people talk about those kinds of
things [vintage caravans]."
When asked the tough question of whether or not
Frank and Liz could be separated from their vintage
caravan, the answer was short and to the point. "No.
We have had offers but we want to enjoy it, and
down the track if we didn't have anyone we knew
would look after it, it would go to a museum," says
Ms Wallace.
http://www.abc.net.au/local/photos/2013/03/25/3723394.htm
Grateful thanks to ABC Mildura Swan Hill for permission to use this article.
***************************************

From June Greatz, a little history…
.The oldest tree in Britain, the Pontfadog oak, was uprooted by winds in April this year. The 1200 year old tree in North
Wales was hit with 90 kph winds and toppled over. It is believed the tree sprouted in 802, during the Middle Ages and
Viking raids along the coastline. The tree had a girth of 13 m and stood 25 m high.
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Can you help? This photo is of Mrs Missen's Dancing School, Mildura about 1939. Sue Burgess would
like to name those unnamed, or hear if you have any further information.

Back Row left-Marion Missen, Judith Crozier, Denise Moor, Patty Russell, and unnamed?
Pixie-

? McKenzie, Queen - Pat Missen

Pixies on floor -Kathleen Gallacher (Burgess), Aileen Beven (Jefferies), Nancy Millhouse, Mary Bradie (Telfer)
If you have any stories or information about this photo or this dance school can you please contact Suzanne Burgess
suzannelb777@gmail.com

These pages contains details of convicts transported to Australia in the 18th and 19th centuries, but are not a definitive inventory
http://www.oldbritishnews.com/transported-convicts/transported_convicts-55/

E Kranjc wanted to share some of the beaut information on the following website dealing with Geelong and region. If you have
ancestors from that neck of the woods, you might find something on this link: Thanks to June Greatz for passing on the
information.http://geelonganddistrict.com/category/web-site/
Grapeline pub. March, June, September and December. DEADLINES for submissions:
# 15th February 1st Quarter March Issue # 15th May 2nd Quarter June Issue # 15th August 3rd Quarter September Issue # 15th
November 4th Quarter December Issue. Members are invited to submit stories of interest, enquiries re their own family research,
or questions about research in general.
Material needs to be received by the deadline as above to be included in the next available issue.
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2013-2014 committee members M&DGS:
President: Lyn Grant

Vice President: Fay Mannes

Secretary: Marion Holland

Assistant Secretary: Philip Dedman

Librarian: Kaylene Charles

Newsletter: Helen Stagg

Projects Officer: Lyn Grant

Research Officer: Lyn Craig

Webmaster: Marion Holland

Publicity: Raylee Schultz

Catering: Anne Newberry

Roster: Andrew McCormick

Figure 1
Check out MILDURA'S BEST KEPT SECRET ON ABC OPEN AT THIS LINK: An insight into the Mildura and District
Genealogical Society. https://open.abc.net.au/posts/mildura-s-best-kept-secret-11bt2he

The M&DGS Inc. gratefully acknowledges the contribution of
Mr Peter Crisp
Member for Mildura
whose office has printed this newsletter, free of all cost, as a community service.
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